
DeepMarkit is making it simple to list, profile and track carbon credits 
on the blockchain through our proprietary platform MintCarbon.io

WHAT IS A

CARBON

OFFSET?

A Carbon Offset Credit is awarded by a government (or its 
sanctioned agent) to a company or project that has 
demonstrated a reduction in GHG emissions from its 
commercial application, as verified by a third-party standard, 
that otherwise would not have occurred. One carbon offset 
credit is the equivalent of the proven elimination of one 
tonne of GHG emissions.

While carbon dioxide is naturally present in the atmosphere as 
part of the Earth's carbon cycle, human activities are altering this 

cycle by adding more CO2 to the atmosphere and by influencing 
the ability of natural sinks, like forests and soils, to remove and 

store CO2 from the atmosphere.

THE PROBLEM WITH CARBON DIOXIDE

Source: FNArena.com, Dec 13, 2021

Credit Suisse and Morgan Stanley provided Article 6 
summaries in their recent COP26 updates, and noted that 
voluntary carbon markets could direct US$1 Trillion a year 

of transition capital towards developing countries by 2050.
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COMPLIANCE CREDITS

VOLUNTARY CREDITS

Compliance credits are created and regulated by mandatory regional, national, 
and international carbon reduction requirements.

Voluntary credits function outside of the compliance markets, enabling 
companies, and individuals to purchase carbon offsets on a voluntary basis.

TWO TYPES OF CARBON OFFSET CREDITS

Voluntary credit market 
was estimated at over 
$1B USD in 20212.

Estimated size of Voluntary 
Carbon Markets by 20501

$100B

1: Institute of International Finance

2: Ecosystem Marketplace

In the past two years alone, the number of 
voluntary offsets sold has doubled, due to 
increasing interest by organizations and 
individuals to reduce their carbon 
footprint.



The Institute of International Finance 
believes there is "huge upside potential" 
for voluntary carbon credits, predicting 
the market could be worth as much as 
$100B annually by 2050.

Trading in carbon markets has been historically 
inaccessible, opaque and inefficient. Antiquated 
systems have hampered both supply and 
demand, limiting growth and innovation.

Increased pressure on 
corporations to implement 
Environmental, Social & 
Governance (ESG) policies has 
resulted in rapidly growing 
demand for carbon offset 
markets. Due to these 
changes, the total value of 
global carbon markets grew 
five times since 2017, hitting a 
record $261 billion in 2020 
(compliance & voluntary 
markets combined.)

While non-fungible tokens (NFTs) have 
gained recent traction over the buzz 
around the sky-rocketing prices of 
digital art pieces on platforms like 
OpenSea, the technology has potential 
that reaches far beyond artwork.  

Digital tokens, secured with 
programmable smart contracts on the 
Ethereum blockchain, that certify a 
digital asset to be unique and, therefore, 
not interchangeable.  Carbon credits 
with individualized meta data and a 
record of ownership provide the 
transparency and accountability 
necessary to increase liquidity in the 
carbon markets.

DeepMarkit's proprietary MintCarbon.io platform 
provides an ‘on-ramp’ into blockchain marketplaces 
for existing carbon credits issuers, unlocking access 

to a broader pool of investors and purchasers to 
better monetize the full value of their carbon credits.

NFT TECHNOLOGY

THE BOTTLENECK?

THE CARBON MARKET IS 
EXPERIENCING SIGNIFICANT GROWTH

Recurring Revenue Streams

In addition to the transparency that blockchain technology brings, 
there are numerous other benefits that will benefit the carbon 
credit market.

DeepMarkit Corp. is positioned for sustained top-line revenue growth with a 
recurring revenue model triggered every time a MintCarbon NFT is traded on the 

blockchain, whether through OpenSea or any other decentralized exchange.

Our propietary platform, MintCarbon, makes it easy to mint your carbon 
credits into tradeable NFTs which would become immediately available 

for listing on global decentralized exchanges such as OpenSea*.

In 2021 alone, the carbon offset 
credit price on the EU Emissions 
Trading System increased by over 
100% from €32.96 in early 
January to €79.86 in early 
December.



With more government 
regulations to curb emissions, 
increased societal pressure meet 
carbon targets, and increasing 
costs of emission reduction 
projects, these prices are 
expected to continue to rise 
through 2050.

Permissionless global trading on platforms operating 24/7/365, opening up trading to a 
wider variety of investors, corporations, and individuals.

A minting fee is collected on the first 
minting (creation) of a carbon credit NFT 
(smart contract).

The smart contract ensures that a recurring 
royalty is automatically collected when a 
carbon credit NFT is re-sold or traded on a 
secondary market (eg. OpenSea.io).

Fees and royalties can be received in 
Ethereum, carbon credits, carbon credit 
NFTs, or a combination, providing 
DeepMarkit with flexibility and increasing 
DeepMarkit's addressable market and 
exposing DeepMarkit to rapidly growing 
asset classes.

Programmable functionality through smart contracts and interoperability via composable 
‘Lego block-like’ primitives enabling new types of capital formation and trading.

A reliable framework that could easily increase the flow of capital into carbon reduction 
initiatives, helping historically underfunded environmental companies and projects.

Bringing a massive and growing pool of global liquidity in the cryptocurrency markets to a 
traditionally illiquid market.

Accessibility

Increased Utility

Funding Opportunities

Market Liquidity

CARBON CREDITS

ON THE BLOCKCHAIN

UNLOCKING ACCESS, TRANSPARENCY AND RELIABILITY TO GLOBAL CARBON CREDIT MARKETS

READY TO LEARN MORE?
Subscribe for launch updates, discover investment opportunities, 

meet our team, and learn more about carbon markets.

mintcarbon.io

VISIT

deepmarkit.com

VISIT

*Our propietary platform, MintCarbon, is currently in development and testing, with expected launch in Q2 2022.
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Source:  U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) 
recently proposed a rule that would require all public 

companies report their carbon emissions.



The rule would make the SEC the leading enforcer of 
climate-related financial disclosures and the draft 

proposal is expected to be finalized before the end of 
2022.

https://www.spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/market-insights/latest-news/energy-transition/111121-cop26-voluntary-carbon-market-value-tops-1-bil-in-2021-ecosystem-marketplace
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-46

